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Abstract—In the paper, we propose an effective and efficient Compositional Federated Learning (ComFedL) algorithm for solving a
new compositional Federated Learning (FL) framework, which frequently appears in many data mining and machine learning problems
with a hierarchical structure such as distributionally robust FL and model-agnostic meta learning (MAML). Moreover, we study the
convergence analysis of our ComFedL algorithm under some mild conditions, and prove that it achieves a convergence rate of O( √1 ),
T
where T denotes the number of iteration. To the best of our knowledge, our new Compositional FL framework is the first work to bridge
federated learning with composition stochastic optimization. In particular, we first transform the distributionally robust FL (i.e., a
minimax optimization problem) into a simple composition optimization problem by using KL divergence regularization. At the same
time, we also first transform the distribution-agnostic MAML problem (i.e., a minimax optimization problem) into a simple yet effective
composition optimization problem. Finally, we apply two popular machine learning tasks, i.e., distributionally robust FL and MAML to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Index Terms—Federated Learning, Composition Optimization, Distributionally Robust, Meta Learning, Model Agnostic.
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I NTRODUCTION

I

N this paper, we study a new compositional Federated
Learning (FL) framework that is equivalent to solve the
following composition optimization problem, defined as
n

min

w∈Rd

 i

1X
E
g Eξ∼Di [f i (w; ξ)]; ζ ,
n i=1 ζ∼D̃i

(1)
i

where n denotes the number of nodes (devices), and y =
f i (w) = Eξ∼Di [f i (w; ξ)] : Rd → Rp denotes the inner function (or mapping) and g i (y i ) = Eζ∼D̃i [g i (y i ; ζ)] : Rp → R
Pn
denotes the outer function. Here let F (w) := n1 i=1 F i (w),
and F i (w) = g i (f i (w)) : Rd → R is smooth but possibly
nonconvex function. {Di , D̃i } denote two data distributions
on i-th device, and {Di }n
i=1 are not identical, similar for
{D̃i }ni=1 . In our new FL framework, clients collaboratively
learn a model, but the raw data in each device is never
shared with the server and other devices as in the existing
FL framework [1], [2]. Thus, it is also helpful to protect data
privacy as in the existing FL framework.
A key difference between our new FL framework and
the existing FL framework is that each device includes two
different data distributions {Di , D̃i } in our new FL framework, while each device only includes one data distribution
Di in existing FL framework. Another key difference is
that our loss function is two-level composition function,
while the loss function in the existing FL framework is only
a single-level function. Thus, our new FL framework can
effectively be applied to many machine learning problems
with a hierarchical structure such as distributionally robust
FL and model-agnostic meta learning.

1.1

Applications

1). Distributionally Robust Federated Learning. Federated
learning (FL) [1], [2] is a popular learning paradigm in
machine learning for training a centralized model using data
distributed over a network of devices. In general, FL solves
the following distributed optimization problem:

min

n
X

w∈Rd

ri f i (w),
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(2)

i=1

where ri ∈ (0, 1) denotes the proportion of i-th device in
the entire model. Here `i (w; ξ) is the loss function on i-th
device, and Di denotes the data distribution on i-th device.
In FL, the data distributions {Di }n
i=1 generally are different.
The goal of FL is to learn a global variable w based on these
heterogeneous data from different data distributions.
To tackle the data heterogeneity concern in FL, some
robust FL algorithms [3], [4], [5] have been proposed.
Specifically, the robust FL mainly focuses on the following
agnostic (distributionally robust) empirical loss problem

min max

w∈Rd r∈Λn

n
X

ri f i (w),

(3)

i=1

Pn
where Λn = {r ∈ Rn
+ :
i=1 ri = 1, ri ≥ 0} is a ndimensional simplex. In fact, these robust FL algorithms
find a global variable w from the worst-case loss, so the
obtained variable w is robust to the data heterogeneity.
In the paper, we further introduce a regularized agnostic
empirical loss problem as follows:

min max

w∈Rd r∈Λn

•

f i (w) := Eξ∼Di [`i (w; ξ)]

n
X

ri f i (w) − γφ(r, 1/n),

(4)

i=1

where γ > 0 is a regularization parameter, and φ(r, 1/n)
is a divergence measure between ri for all i ∈ [n] and
uniform probability 1/n. Our motivation is that this penalty
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φ(r, 1/n) ensures that the proportion ri is not far away from
1/n, i.e., we still equally treat each local dataset and model
in training the whole
Pnmodel. When consider the KL divergence φ(r, 1/n) = i=1 ri log(nri ), by exactly maximizing
over r ∈ Λn , the above minimax problem (4) is equivalent
to a composition problem, defined as
 X

n

1
min γ log
(5)
exp f i (w)/γ ,
n i=1
w∈Rd
which can be obtained from Lemma 1 given in the following
Section 4. Since the function log(·) is monotonically increasing, we can solve the following problem instead of the above
problem (5), defined as
n

min

w∈Rd


1X
g f i (w)/γ ,
n i=1

(6)

where g(·) = exp(·/γ). In fact, we can apply the other
monotonically increasing functions instead of the function
g(·) = exp(·/γ) in the problem (6). Clearly, the problem (6)
is a special case of the above problem (1).
In fact, our ComFedL framework (6) exponentially scales
the loss of each device. Specifically, f i (w) denotes loss
of the i-th device in the original FL problem (2). In
our ComFedL problem (6), while we have a new loss
function exp(f i (w)/γ), and its gradient in the form of
(exp(f i (w)/γ)/γ)∇f i (w). We can view our ComFedL as reweighting the clients based on its current loss, higher loss
leads to higher weights, so that we can learn a fairer model.
2). Model-Agnostic Meta Learning. Meta Learning is a
powerful learning paradigm for learning the optimal model
properties to improve model performances with more experiences, i.e., learning to learn [6]. Model-Agnostic Meta
Learning (MAML) [7] is a popular meta-learning method,
which is to learn a good initialization for a gradient-based
update. The goal of MAML is to find a common initialization that can adapt to a desired model for a set of new
tasks after taking several gradient descent steps. Specifically,
we consider a set of tasks collected in M := {1, 2, · · · , n}
drawn from a certain task distribution. Then we find such
initialization by solving the following one-step MAML
problem

min

w∈Rd

n

1X
fi w − η∇fi (w) ,
n i=1

0, pi ≥ 0} is the standard simplex in Rn+ . Following the
above distributionallyP
robust FL, we can also add a KL din
vergence φ(p, 1/n) = i=1 pi log(npi ) to the above problem
(8). Then we obtain a regularized TR-MAML model, defined
as
n
X

min max
pi fi w − η∇fi (w) − γφ(p, 1/n)
(9)
w∈Rd p∈∆n

min

w∈Rd

w∈Rd p∈∆n

n
X


pi fi w − η∇fi (w)

1.2

(8)

where pi denotes the probability associated with
Pin-th task,
and p = (p1 , · · · , pn ), and ∆n = {p ∈ Rn
+|
i=1 pi =

(10)

Contributions

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1)

2)

3)

(7)

i=1

n
 
1X
exp fi w − η∇fi (w) /γ .
n i=1

Let g i (y i ) = exp(fi (y i )/γ) and y i = f i (w) = w − η∇fi (w),
the above problem (10) also is a special case of the above
problem (1).

where fi (w) = Eξ∼Di [f (w; ξ)], and random variable ξ
follows the unknown distribution Di , and η > 0 is stepsize.
Let g i (y i ) = fi (y i ) and y i = f i (w) = w − η∇fi (w), the
above problem (7) is a special case of the above composition
problem (1).
Recently, [8] applied (7) to perform personalized Federated Learning, where every client is viewed as a task.
More recently, [9] pointed out some drawbacks such as poor
worst-case performance and unfairness of the above MAML
problem (7). To overcome these drawbacks, [9] proposed a
task-robust MAML (TR-MAML) model, defined as

min max

i=1

where tuning parameter γ > 0. Since the above formation
(7) can be regarded as a personalized federated learning
problem [8], the formation (9) can be also regarded as a distributionally robust personalized federated learning problem. Similarly, following the above problem (6), by exactly
maximizing over p ∈ ∆n , we can also solve the following
composition problem instead of the above minimax problem
(9), defined as

4)

5)

2

We introduce a novel compositional federated learning framework that can be applied in many popular
machine learning problems such as distributionally
robust FL and (distribution-agnostic) MAML. Moreover, we propose an effective and efficient Compositional Federated Learning (ComFedL) algorithm for
solving this new compositional FL framework.
We provide a convergence analysis framework
for our algorithm. Specifically, we prove that our
ComFedL algorithm reaches a convergence rate of
O( √1T ), where T denotes the number of iteration.
To the best of our knowledge, our compositional FL
is the first work to bridge federated learning with
composition stochastic optimization. In particular,
we first transform the distributionally robust FL (i.e.,
a minimax problem) into a simple yet effective composition problem by using KL divergence regularization (please see the above problem (6)).
Since the above problem (9) can be regarded as a
distributionally robust personalized FL problem, we
are the first study the distributionally robust personalized FL based on composition optimization. At the
same time, we also first transform the distributionagnostic MAML problem into a simple yet effective
composition problem (please see the above problem
(10)).
Extensive experimental results on distributionally
robust FL and MAML demonstrate the efficiency of
our algorithm.

R ELATED W ORKS

In this section, we review federated learning, composition
optimization and model-agnostic meta learning.
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recently been proposed to solve these composition optimization problems. For example, stochastic compositional
gradient methods [33], [35], [36] have been proposed to
solve these problems. Subsequently, some variance-reduced
compositional algorithms [37], [38], [39] have been proposed
for composition optimization. More recently, [34], [40] presented a class of adaptive compositional gradient methods.
2.3

Fig. 1: A star-network of FL system includes a server and
multiple devices. In the basic FL problem
Pn (2), the server averages the local model variables w̄ = i=1 ri wi , and sends
w̄ to each device; Each device update the local variable wi
for i ∈ [n], and then sent it to the server.
2.1

Federated Learning

Federated Learning (FL) [1], [2] has become a useful
paradigm in large-scale machine learning applications such
as automatic disease diagnosis [10], where the data remains
distributed over a large number of clients such as network
sensors or mobile phones. The key point of FL is that
multiple clients such as edge devices cooperate to learn a
global model and raw client data is never shared with the
server and the other clients ( Please see Figure 1). Thus, it is
very helpful to protect data privacy. FedAvg [1] is the first
FL algorithm, which builds on the local stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Specifically, it performs multiple SGDs in the available clients
before communicating to the server, which can reduce the
total amount of communication required, but can lead to
client drift [18], [19], [20], [21]. To deal with these issues of
client drift and stability, some variants of FedAvg have been
proposed. For example, [22] applied a regularization term in
the client objectives towards the broadcast model to reduce
the client drift. [18], [23], [24] used the momentum technique
on the server to control variates. [25] applied the momentum
techniques on both the clients and server to control variates.
In addition, to improve flexibility and scalability of FL, [26]
studied a new asynchronous federated learning based on
asynchronous training.
Recently, some robust FL methods [3], [4], [5] have been
proposed to deal with the data heterogeneity concern in FL.
Specifically, these robust FL methods mainly learning the
worst-case loss by solving a minimax optimization problems. To incorporate personalization in FL, more recently
some personalized federated learning models [8], [27], [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32] have been developed and studied. For
example, Ditto [28] is a recently proposed personalized FL
algorithm where a regularized local model is learnt for each
client.

Model-Agnostic Meta Learning

Model-Agnostic Meta Learning (MAML) is an effective
learning framework that learns a good initialization from
prior experiences to fast adaptation in new tasks [7], [41].
MAML has been widely used to various applications such as
deep learning [7], reinforcement learning [42], [43], [44] and
personalized federated learning [8]. For example, [43] has
proposed stochastic gradient meta-reinforcement learning,
which can be regarded as a variant of the MAML method.
[8] has studied a personalized variant of federated learning
from the MAML view.
Due to solving MAML requires information on the
stochastic Hessian matrix, some Hessian-free methods [45],
[46] have been recently proposed to reduce the cost of
computing Hessian matrix. At the same time, [47] studied
the general multi-step MAML instead of one-step one to
improve performance. More recently, [34], [40] have applied
the composition optimization to the MAML by using the
compositional structure of MAML.
Notations: k · k denotes the `2 norm for vectors and
spectral norm for matrices. hx, yi denotes the inner product
of two vectors x and y . M T denotes transpose of matrix M .
For two sequences {an } and {bn }, we denote an = O(bn ) if
an ≤ Cbn for constant C > 0.

3

C OMPOSITIONAL F EDERATED L EARNING

In this section, we propose an effective and efficient compositional federated learning (ComFedL) algorithm to solve
the problem (1) based on compositional gradient descent
iteration. The pseudo code of ComFedL algorithm is given
in Algorithm 1.
For solving the problem (1), we should compute the gradient of composition function F i (w) = g i (f i (w)), defined
as
T
∇F i (w) = ∇g i (f i (w)) ∇f i (w).
(11)
Since the inner function (or mapping) y i
=
f i (w)
=
Eξ∼Di f i (w; ξ) and the outer function
g i (y i ) = Eζ∼D̃i f i (y i ; ζ) are expected functions, we can
not compute the full gradient ∇F i (w). Thus, we compute
the stochastic gradient ∇F i (w) based on some mini-batch
samples. Specifically, we draw a mini-batch samples
Bti ⊂ Di with |Bti | = b, and thenP
compute stochastic value
i
i
; ξj ) and its
of inner function fBi i (ws,t
) = 1b j∈Bti f i (ws,t
t
P
1
i
i
i
stochastic gradient ∇fBi (ws,t ) = b j∈Bti ∇f i (ws,t
; ξj ).
t

2.2

Composition Stochastic Optimization

Composition stochastic optimization has been widely applied to many applications such as reinforcement learning
[33], model-agnostic meta Learning [34] and risk management [33]. Some compositional gradient methods have

At the same time, we draw a mini-batch samples B̃ti ⊂ D̃i
with |B̃ti | = b1 , and compute stochastic
gradient of outer
1 P
i i
i
i
i
i
function ∇gB̃
(f
(w
))
=
i
i
s,t
j∈B̃t g (fBti (ws,t ); ζj ).
b1
Bti
t
Finally, we obtain the stochastic gradient estimator
i
i
uis,t = ∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇fBi i (ws,t
). Clearly, the gradient
t

t

t
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Algorithm 1 Compositional Federated Learning (ComFedL)
Algorithm

τ , number of outer iterations S , learning rate η , and initial parameter w̄0 ∈ Rd ;
for s = 0, 1, . . . , S − 1 do
Server samples a mini-batch devices Cs ⊂ [n] with
|Cs | = m;
Server broadcasts w̄s to all devices i ∈ Cs ;
for Devices i ∈ Cs parallel do
i
Device sets ws,0
= w̄s ;
for t = 0, 1, · · · , τ − 1 do
Device draws a mini-batch samples Bti ⊂ Di with
|Bti | = b;
i
)
=
Device
computes
fBi i (ws,t
t
1 P
i
i
i
i
(w
)
=
f
(w
;
ξ
)
and
∇f
i
i
j
s,t
s,t
j∈Bt
b
Bt
1 P
i
i
j∈Bti ∇f (ws,t ; ξj );
b
Device draws a mini-batch samples B̃ti ⊂ D̃i with
|B̃ti | = b1 ;
i
))
=
Device
computes
∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t
t
t
P
1
i i
i
j∈B̃ti ∇g (fBti (ws,t ); ζj );
b1
i
i
);
))T ∇fBi i (ws,t
uis,t = ∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t

1: Input: Synchronization gap
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:

12:

t

t

t

i
i
− ηuis,t ;
= ws,t
13:
ws,t+1
14:
end for
i
back to server;
15:
Device sends ws,τ
16:
end for
1 P
i
17:
Server computes w̄s+1 = m
i∈Cs ws,τ ;
18: end for
19: Output: Final solution wT .

4

for a global variable from the worst-case loss.

4

T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS

In this section, we first give a key lemma that shows the
robust FL can be formed as a simple yet effective compositional optimization problem, and then provide the detailed
convergence analysis of our ComFedL algorithm.
4.1

A Key Lemma

In this subsection, we introduce a useful lemma that shows
the robust FL can be formed as a simple yet effective
compositional optimization problem.
Lemma
1. The above minimax problem (4) with φ(r, 1/n) =
Pn
r
log(nr
i
i ), i.e.,
i=1

min max

w∈Rd r∈Λn

n
X
i=1

t

ri log(nri ),

(12)

i=1

i=1

is equivalent to the above composition problem (5), i.e.,
 X

n

1
i
min γ log
exp f (w)/γ .
n i=1
w∈Rd

(13)

Proof.
WeP
maximize the above problem (12) over r ∈ Λn =

r ∈ Rn+ | ni=1 ri = 1 , i.e.,
r∈Λn

n
X

ri f i (w) − γ

i=1

n
X

ri log(ri n).

(14)

i=1

For function F (w, r), we first introduce its Lagrange function
n
n
n
X
X
X

L(w, r, λ) =
ri f i (w)−γ
ri log(ri n)+λ
ri −1 ,
i=1

i=1

i=1

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Then we have

∂L(w, r, λ)
= f i (w) − γ log(ri n) − γ + λ = 0.
∂ri
According to the equality (15), we have
f i (w) − γ log(nri ) = γ − λ.

t

When obtaining the stochastic gradient uis,t , we will use
the SGD to update the parameter w given at the line 13 in
Algorithm 1, where we can choose an appropriate learning
rate η > 0 to guarantee the convergence of our algorithm.
In Algorithm 1, we apply the local-SGD framework to reduce communication. Specifically, our ComFedL algorithm
performs multiple stochastic gradient descent (SGD) in the
available devices before communicating to the server, which
can reduce the total amount of communication. In Algorithm 1, we use the synchronization gap τ > 0 to control the
communication cost and performances of our algorithm.
At the line 17 of Algorithm P
1, the server averages the
1
i
local model variables w̄s+1 = m
i∈Cs ws,τ as in the robust
FL algorithms
[5] instead of the re-weighting formulation
P
i
w̄s+1 = i∈Cs ri ws,τ
in the FedAvg algorithm [1]. Because
our ComFedL solves the Distributionally Robust FL as
a simpler compositional optimization problem, which is
equivalent to a regularized minimax problem that searches

n
X

n
X

s.t. Λn = r ∈ Rn
|
ri = 1
+

max F (w, r) :=

estimator uis,t is a biased estimator of ∇F i (w), i.e.,
E[uis,t ] 6= ∇F i (w).
When the outer functions {g i }n
i=1 in the problem (1)
are determinate and g 1 = g 2 = · · · = g n , i.e., F i (w) =
g(E[f i (w; ξ)]), we only compute stochastic gradient uis,t =
i
i
∇g(fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇fBi i (ws,t
). For example, by the following
t
t
Lemma 1, we can obtain the simple composition problem
(6) is similarly
P equivalent to the minimax problem (4) with
φ(r, 1/n) = ni=1 ri log(nri ). To solve
 the problem (6), we
can obtain uit = exp fBi i (wti )/γ /γ ∇fBi i (wti ).

ri f i (w) − γ

(15)

(16)

Then by using the equality (16), we can obtain

ri =
According to
n
X
i=1

ri =

λ
1
exp( − 1) exp(f i (w)/γ)
n
γ

Pn

i=1 ri

(17)

= 1, we have

n
X
1
λ
exp( − 1)
exp(f i (w)/γ) = 1,
n
γ
i=1

(18)

Clearly, we can obtain
n

exp(1 −

1X
λ
)=
exp(f i (w)/γ).
γ
n i=1

(19)

Taking the logarithm of its both sides, we have
n

1−


λ
1X
= log
exp(f i (w)/γ) .
γ
n i=1

(20)
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Pn

According to
and (20), we have

F (w, r) =

i=1 ri

n
X

5

= 1 and the above equalities (16)


ri f i (w) − γ log(nri ) = γ − λ

i=1

= γ log

n

1X
exp(f i (w)/γ) ,
n i=1

(21)

where the last equality is due to the above equality (20).
Thus, the above minimax problem (12) is equivalent to
the above composition problem (13). In the other word,
by exactly maximizing the above problem (4) over r ∈
Λn , the above minimax problem (4) with φ(r, 1/n) =
P
n
i=1 ri log(nri ) is equivalent to the composition problem
(5).

4.2

Some Mild Assumptions

g(y) is generally smooth and k∇g(y)k is bounded. Note
that we analyze the convergence properties of our ComFedL
algorithm under non-i.i.d. and nonconvex setting. Although
our convergence analysis relies on the bounded gradients in
Assumption 4.4, the exiting convergence analysis of FL algorithms [5], [19], [48], [49] under non-i.i.d. and nonconvex (or
strongly convex) setting also rely on the bounded gradients.

4.3

Convergence Analysis

In this subsection, we detail the convergence analysis of
our CompFedL algorithm. In Algorithm 1, we only obtain a
biased stochastic gradient in each device, due to the compositional loss function in our new FL framework. While
the unbiased stochastic gradient is easily obtained in each
device in the existing FL framework. Thus, our convergence
analysis can not easily follow the existing convergence analysis of the FL [14], [19], [48]. For notational simplicity, let

In this subsection, we introduce some mild conditions.
Assumption 1. There exist constants Lf , Lg and L for
∇f i (w; ξ), ∇g i (y; ζ) and ∇F (w) satisfying that for i ∈ [n]

k∇f i (w1 ; ξ)−∇f i (w2 ; ξ)k ≤ Lf kw1 −w2 k, ∀w1 , w2 ∈ Rd ,
i

i

p

k∇g (y1 , ζ) − ∇g (y2 , ζ)k ≤ Lg ky1 − y2 k, ∀y1 , y2 ∈ R ,
k∇F (w1 ) − ∇F (w2 )k ≤ Lkw1 − w2 k,

1 X i
w ,
m i∈C s,t
s
1 X i
1 X
i
i
=
us,t =
∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇fBi i (ws,t
),
t
t
t
m i∈C
m i∈C

w̄s,t =
ūs,t

s

then we have w̄s,t+1 = w̄s,t − ηūs,t . Let

and the last inequality follows

F (w2 ) ≤ F (w1 ) + ∇F (w1 )T (w2 − w1 ) +

L
kw1 − w2 k2 .
2

Assumption 2. Gradient ∇g i (y) and Jacobian matrix ∇f i (w)
have the upper bounds Gg and Gf , respectively, i.e., for i ∈ [n]
i

d

i

p

k∇f (w; ξ)k ≤ Gf , ∀w ∈ R ; k∇g (y; ζ)k ≤ Gg , ∀y ∈ R .

Us,0 =

T
1 X
1 X
∇F i (w̄s ) =
∇g i f i (w̄s ) ∇f i (w̄s ),
m i∈C
m i∈C
s
s
(22)

we have E[Us,0 ] = ∇F (w̄s ).
Lemma 2. Under the about Assumptions, we have

Assumption 3. The variances of stochastic gradient or value of
functions f i (w; ξ) and g i (y; ζ), i.e., we have for all i ∈ [n]
Ek∇f i (w; ξ) − ∇f i (w)k2 ≤ σ12 ,
i

i

2

Ekf (w; ξ) − f (w)k ≤
i

i

2

σ22 ,

Ek∇g (y; ζ) − ∇g (y)k ≤

∀w ∈ R

σ32 ,

s

Ekw̄s,t − w̄s k2 ≤ τ 2 η 2 G2g G2f .
i
, we have
Proof. Since w̄s = ws,0

d

where σ1 , σ2 , σ3 > 0. Let σ = max(σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ).
Assumption 4. F (w) is lower bounded, i.e., F ∗
inf w∈Rd F (w).

1 X i
w − w̄s k2
m i∈C s,t
s
1 X
1 X
i
2
i
i
≤
Ekws,t − w̄s k =
Ekws,t
− ws,0
k2
m i∈C
m i∈C

Ekw̄s,t − w̄s k2 = Ek

∀y ∈ Rp

=

Assumptions 4.2-4.5 have been commonly used in the
convergence analysis of the composition stochastic algorithms [33], [35]. Specifically, Assumption 4.2 ensures the
smoothness of functions f i (w; ξ), g i (y; ζ) and F (w). Assumption 4.3 ensures the bounded gradients (or Jacobian
matrix) of functions f i (w; ξ) and g i (y; ζ). Assumption
4.4 ensures the bounded variances of stochastic gradient
or value of functions f i (w; ξ) and g i (y; ζ). Assumption
4.5 guarantees the feasibility of the problem (1). For the
special problem (1), where the outer functions {g i }n
i=1
are determinate and g 1 = · · · = g n , we only assume
k∇g(y1 ) − ∇g(y2 )k ≤ Lg ky1 − y2 k, ∀y1 , y2 ∈ Rp and
k∇g(y)k ≤ Gg , ∀y ∈ Rp . For example, in the above
problem (6), g(y), y ∈ Y is a monotonically increasing
function, where Y is the range of functions {f i (w)}. Thus,

s

s

t−1
X
1 X
=
Ek
ηuis,j k2
m i∈C
j=0
s


t−1
X
1 X
i
T
i
i
2
≤
tη 2
Ek∇gB̃i (fBi i (ws,t
))
∇f
(w
)k
i
s,t
Bt
t
t
m i∈C
j=0
s

≤ t2 η 2 G2g G2f ≤ τ 2 η 2 G2g G2f ,

(23)

where the second inequality holds by Assumption 2.
Lemma 3. Under the above Assumptions, we have
Ekūs,t − Us,0 k2 ≤ 5(G2g L2f + G4f L2g )τ 2 η 2 G2g G2f

+

5G2f σ 2
5L2g G2f σ 2
5G2g σ 2
+
+
.
b1
b
b

(24)
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Proof. By the smoothness of the function F (x), we have

Proof. By using the above equality (22), we have

E[F (w̄s,t+1 )]
Ekūs,t − Us,0 k2
1 X
i
i
= Ek
∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇fBi i (ws,t
)
t
t
t
m i∈C
s

− ∇g i (f i (w̄s ))T ∇f i (w̄s )k2
1 X
i
i
T
i
i
i
Ek∇gB̃
≤
i (fB i (ws,t )) ∇fB i (ws,t )
t
t
t
m i∈C
s

− ∇g i (f i (w̄s ))T ∇f i (w̄s )k2
1 X
i
i
i
T
i
i
=
Ek∇gB̃
i (fB i (ws,t )) ∇fB i (ws,t )
t
t
t
m i∈C
s

i
))T ∇fBi i (w̄s )
− ∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t
t

t

t

i
i
))T ∇fBi i (w̄s )
))T ∇fBi i (w̄s )−∇g i (fBi i (ws,t
+ ∇gB̃i i (fBi i (ws,t
t

t

t

t

t

i
i
+ ∇g i (fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇fBi i (w̄s ) − ∇g i (fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇f i (w̄s )
t

t

t

i
+ ∇g i (fBi i (ws,t
))T ∇f i (w̄s ) − ∇g i (fBi i (w̄s ))T ∇f i (w̄s )
t

t

i

+ ∇g (fBi i (w̄s ))T ∇f i (w̄s ) − ∇g i (f i (w̄s ))T ∇f i (w̄s )k2
t
5G2f σ 2
5G2g L2f X
5G2g σ 2
i
≤
Ekws,t
− w̄s k2 +
+
m i∈C
b1
b
s
5L2g G2f σ 2
5G4f L2g X
i
Ekws,t
− w̄s k2 +
+
m i∈C
b
s
5G2f σ 2
≤ 5(G2g L2f + G4f L2g )τ 2 η 2 G2g G2f +
b1
5L2g G2f σ 2
5G2g σ 2
+

b

+

b

,

(25)

where the second inequality is due to Assumptions 1-3, and
the last inequality holds by Lemma 2.

Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, in Algorithm 1, given
η > 0 and b = b1 > 0, we have

S−1
1 X
Ek∇F (w̄s )k2
S s=0

√

√
F (w̄0 ) − F ∗
5Gf σ
≤
5Hτ Gg Gf η √
+ Gf Gg
Tη
b1
√
√

5Gg σ
5Lg Gf σ
Lη 2 2
√
+ √
+
+ Lτ ηG2g G2f +
G G , (26)
2 f g
b
b

≤ E[F (w̄s,t )] + Eh∇F (w̄s,t ), w̄s,t+1 − w̄s,t i
L
+ Ekw̄s,t+1 − w̄s,t k2
2
L
= E[F (w̄s,t )] + Eh∇F (w̄s,t ), −ηūs,t i + Ekηūs,t k2
2
= E[F (w̄s,t )] − η Eh∇F (w̄s,t ), ūs,t − Us,0 i
− η Eh∇F (w̄s,t ) − ∇F (w̄s ), Us,0 i − η Eh∇F (w̄s ), Us,0 i
L
+ Ekηūs,t k2
2

≤ E[F (w̄s,t )] + η E k∇F (w̄s,t )kkūs,t − Us,0 k

+ η E k∇F (w̄s,t ) − ∇F (w̄s )kkUs,0 k − η Ek∇F (w̄s )k2
Lη 2
Ekūs,t k2
+
2
≤ E[F (w̄s,t )] + ηGf Gg Ekūs,t − Us,0 k + ηLGf Gg Ekw̄s,t − w̄s k
Lη 2 2 2
− η Ek∇F (w̄s )k2 +
G G
2 f g
q

≤ E[F (w̄s,t )] + ηGf Gg Ekūs,t − Us,0 k2
q
Lη 2 2 2
+ ηLGf Gg Ekw̄s,t − w̄s k2 − η Ek∇F (w̄s )k2 +
G G
2 f g
q
≤ E[F (w̄s,t )] + ηGf Gg
5(G2g L2f + G4f L2g )τ ηGg Gf
√
√
√

5Gf σ
5Gg σ
5Lg Gf σ
√
+
+ √
+ √
+ Lτ η 2 G2g G2f
b1
b
b
Lη 2 2 2
G G ,
(27)
− η Ek∇F (w̄s )k2 +
2 f g
where the second inequality is due to Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality and E[Us,0 ] = ∇F
√ (w̄s ); the second last inequality
holds by the concavity of x, and the last inequality is due
to Lemmas 2 and 3. Thus, we have
η Ek∇F (w̄s )k2 ≤ E[F (w̄s,t )] − E[F (w̄s,t+1 )]
√
√
q
5Gf σ
5Gg σ
+ ηGf Gg
5(G2g L2f + G4f L2g )τ ηGg Gf + √
+ √
b1
b
√

2
5Lg Gf σ
Lη 2 2
√
+
+ Lτ η 2 G2g G2f +
G G .
(28)
2 f g
b
Since ws,0 = w̄s , telescoping the above inequality over
s = 0, 1, · · · , S − 1 and t = 0, 1, · · · , τ − 1, we have
S−1
1 X
Ek∇F (w̄s )k2
S s=0

(29)

q
F (w̄0 ) − F (w̄T )
≤
+ Gf Gg
5(G2g L2f + G4f L2g )τ ηGg Gf
Tη
√
√
√

Lη 2 2
5Gf σ
5Gg σ
5Lg Gf σ
√
+
+LηG2g G2f τ +
+ √
+ √
G G
2 f g
b1
b
b

q
F (w̄0 ) − F ∗
≤
+ Gf Gg
5(G2g L2f + G4f L2g )τ ηGg Gf
Tη
√
√
√

5Gf σ
5Gg σ
5Lg Gf σ
Lη 2 2
√
+ √
+ √
+
+Lτ ηG2g G2f +
G G ,
2 f g
b1
b
b
where the last inequality is due to Assumption 4.

q
where T = τ S and H = G2g L2f + G4f L2g .

Remark 1. Let η = T 1α1 , 0 < α1 ≤ 1, b = T 1α2 , α2 > 0
PS−1
and b1 = T 1α3 , α3 > 0, we have S1 s=0 Ek∇F (w̄s )k2 ≤
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1

τ

1

1

O( T 1−α1 + T α1 + T 0.5α2 + T 0.5α3 ). Thus, our ComFedL al1
1
gorithm has a convergence rate of O( T 1−α
+ T τα1 + T 0.5α
+
2
1
1
1
,
α
=
α
=
1
and
τ
=
O(1)
,
our
)
.
When
α
=
2
3
1
2
T 0.5α3
ComFedL algorithm reaches a convergence rate of O( √1T ).
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and Distribution Agnostic MAML-based Personalized Federated Learning. In the experiments, all algorithms are implemented based on the Distributed Library of Pytorch [50],
and all experiments are run over a machine with 4 NVIDIA
P40 GPUs.
5.1 Distributionally Robust Federated Learning

Fig. 2: Train and Validation accuracy over imbalanced
MNIST dataset with different robust FL methods. The top
figures show average accuracy, and the bottom figures show
the worst accuracy.

Fig. 3: Comparing the effects of synchronization gap τ (top
row) and regularization parameter γ (bottom row) to our
algorithm.

5

E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we empirically validate the efficacy of our
ComFedL algorithm. Specifically, we apply our algorithm
to two tasks i.e. Distributionally Robust Federated Learning

In this subsection, we conduct the distributionally robust
FL task to verify effectiveness of our algorithm. In this set of
experiments, we consider the multi-class classification problem over the MNIST [51] dataset with logistic regression
model. The experiments are run over 10 clients and 1 server.
In particular, we randomly select one client to have 5000
images, while the remained clients are distributed much less
data, which is 20 images. This way of data construction is
aimed to create imbalance among different client’s datasets.
To get a good performance over this type of imbalanced
datasets, the algorithm needs to attach more importance
over the hardest task, i.e. the client that has dominant
number of images. So it is a good way to test the ability
of our algorithm to adapt to such imbalance.
We compare our algorithm with several state-of-theart distributionally robust federated learning algorithms. In
particular, we compare with DRFL [5], q-FedAvg [52] and
the basic FedAvg [1]. In experiments, we set synchronization
gap as 5 for all methods. As for other hyper-parameters,
we perform grid search to find the optimal ones for each
method and the search space is included in the following
subsection 5.3. More specifically, Learning rate is 0.01 for
all methods. In our algorithm, regularization parameter γ is
0.2. In DRFL, client weights learning rate γ is 8 × 10−2 . In
q-FedAvg, q is set as 0.2. Finally, the synchronization gap is
5 by default. For all ablation studies, the hyper-parameters
are chosen as above if not specified.
We show the result in Figure 2, where we report both
average accuracy and the worst accuracy (among all the
clients). As shown by the figure, our algorithm significantly
outperforms all baselines in both metrics. Note that the FedAvg algorithm assigns weights proportional to the number
of samples at each client, which might lead to bad validation
performance for clients with smaller number of images (e.g.
clients with only 20 images). Furthermore, DRFL solves a
challenging minimax problem by optimizing the weight ri
explicitly, while our algorithm can dynamically adjust the
weight of clients, which makes our model simpler to train.
Then in Figure 3, we show the robustness of our algorithm
by varying the synchronization gap τ and the regularization
parameter γ . As shown by the figure, our algorithm can get
good train and validation accuracy with different values of
τ , furthermore, the algorithm converges much faster when
we increase τ , which shows the effectiveness of running
multiple local epochs. Next, we show the effects of γ .
Recall that γ is a regularization parameter that penalizes the
divergence φ(r, 1/n). The larger γ is, the more the algorithm
emphasizes on getting ri close to the the average weight n1 .
Since in our data-set, the optimal weights are far from n1 , we
should pick γ relatively small. This is verified by the results
in Figure 3. The algorithm converges much faster when we
choose γ = 0.1/0.2 compared to that of 2/5 in terms of both
train and validation accuracy.
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Fig. 4: Validation loss (left) and Validation accuracy (right)
over heterogeneous CIFAR-10 dataset with different personalized FL methods.
5.2 Distribution Agnostic MAML-based Personalized
Federated Learning
In this subsection, we conduct Distribution Agnostic
MAML-based personalized federated learning task to verify
efficacy of our algorithm. Here we let ComFedL-DAMAML
denote our algorithm for solving the above problem (10),
i.e., a distributionally robust MAML-based personalized FL
problem with regularization problem. We compare with
the following baselines: FedAvg [1], FedMAML [8], TRMAML [9] and Ditto [28]. In this set of experiments, we
consider the multi-class classification task over the CIFAR10 [53] dataset with a 4-layer Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) used in [7]. We create the heterogeneous
training (validation) dataset as follows: we create 10 clients
and 1 server, while the dataset over each client includes
images from a dominant class1 and a small percentage of
images from other classes. The dominant class is different
for different clients. More precisely, client-i owns ρ percentage images of class-i, and (1 − ρ)/9 for other classes. For
ρ > 0.1 the images of each client will be dominated by a
different class. The data distribution of each client is heterogeneous by construction, so it brings extra benefit by tuning
a personalized model over each client. For all methods, we
perform grid search to find the optimal hyper-parameters
and the search space is reported in the following subsection
5.3. For FedAvg, the learning rate is 0.1; For FedMAML, both
the inner and outer learning rate is 0.1; For TR-MAML, the
inner learning rate is 0.05 and the outer learning rate is 0.1,
while the learning rate of client weights is 0.08; For Ditto, the
optimal learning rate for both the global and local models
are 0.2, and the regularization parameter λ is 0.1. For our
ComFedL-DAMAML, the inner learning rate is set as 0.05,
outer learning rate is 0.1 and the regularization parameter γ
is 0.5. Finally, the heterogeneity parameter ρ is 0.28 and the
synchronization gap is 5 by default. For all ablation studies,
the hyper-parameters are chosen as above if not specified.
In Figure 4, we compare ComFedL-DAMAML with
other baseline methods. For fair comparison, FedAvg is
trained with one step at test time. As shown by the figures,
ComFedL-DAMAML outperforms other baselines. The basic FedAvg algorithm can not adapt to the heterogeneity
of clients well and get the worst validation loss (accuracy).
1. A dominant class is the class with most samples over a client. In
our experiments, each client has a different dominant class, e.g. client 1
has 60% samples from the airplane class and the remained 40% samples
include other classes. The percentage of number of samples from a
dominant class over each client is denoted by the hyper-parameter ρ.

Fig. 5: Comparing the effects of synchronization gap τ (top
row) and regularization parameter γ (bottom row) over
ComFedL-DAMAML.

Fig. 6: Comparing the effects of data heterogeneity ρ over
ComFedL-DAMAML.
FedMAML and Ditto perform better but the loss (accuracy)
curve is very noisy. TR-MAML gets a smoother curve compared to FedMAML due to its better balance of different
clients. While our method outperforms all these methods.
Our ComFedL-DAMAML algorithm adaptively adjusts the
weight of clients based on the task’s performance (training
loss). In other words, if the data distribution of a client is
hard to learn (higher training loss), the algorithm increases
its learning rate, while for clients with easier distributions,
the learning rate is decreased. In summary, the results
show that our ComFedL-DAMAML can also accelerate the
personalized FL.
What’s more, we also test the effect of synchronization
gap τ as shown in the top row of Figure 5. As shown
in the figure, ComFedL-DAMAML converges much faster
when we increase τ , this shows the effectiveness of running
multiple local epochs. Then in the bottom row of Figure 5,
we compare effects of different regularization parameter γ .
As shown by experiments, our algorithm is pretty robust
with different values of γ . Finally, we test the effect of
heterogeneity coefficient ρ in Figure 6. ρ represents the data
heterogeneity among the clients, the larger ρ is, the greater
data heterogeneity. As shown by the figure, ComFedL-
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MAML consistently outperforms the FedAvg method over
different ρ, especially when ρ is large.
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5.3

Hyper-parameter selection in the experiments

In the above Distributionally Robust Federated Learning
experiments: For the learning rate, we search from [0.001,
0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1]. We observe that when learning
rate is 1, most methods just diverge. For our method, we
search the regularization parameter from [0.1, 0.5, 1, 5]; For
DRFL, we search the client weights learning rate from [8e-3,
8e-2, 8e-1]. For q-FedAvg, we search the q value from [0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2].
In the above Distribution Agnostic MAML-based Personalized Federated Learning experiments: For the learning
rate (both inner and outer if two types of learning rates are
needed), we search from [0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1]. For
our method, we search the regularization parameter from
[0.1, 0.5, 1, 5]; For TR-MAML, we search the client weights
learning rate from [8e-3, 8e-2, 8e-1]; For Ditto, we search the
regularization parameter λ from [0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5]

6

C ONCLUSION

In the paper, we introduced a new compositional FL framework, and proposed an effective and efficient compositional
FL (ComFedL) algorithm for solving this compositional FL
framework. To the best of our knowledge, our new compositional FL is the first work to bridge federated learning
with composition stochastic optimization. In particular, we
first transform the distributionally robust federated learning
(i.e., a minimax problem) into a simple composition problem
by using KL divergence regularization.
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